
OPENING SOON !
Just a few steps away from the Hôtel de Ville, near the Seine, at the corner of rue de la Verrerie and rue des

Archives, Le Grand Mazarin invites you to experience Paris intensely. Strolling through the streets of this
mythical old city is an endless promise of charming surprises and unusual discoveries. 

Everything has been brought together to make Le Grand Mazarin a must-see destination for a unique Parisian
experience.

17 rue de la Verrerie, 75004 Paris, France | +33 (0)4 90 65 99 11
reservations@legrandmazarin.com |       @legrandmazarin

Accommodation

The restaurant

The bars

Spa & wellness

61 keys including 50 rooms and 11 suites 

147 seats including 7 at the kitchen counter, 44 on the
terrace and 38 in the patio

2 bars: one with 27 seats including 7 at the counter on
the ground floor, the other one with 38 seats including
5 at the counter in a festive and private atmosphere 

Heated swimming pool, hammam, jacuzzi and fitness
room

https://www.instagram.com/legrandmazarin/?hl=fr
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Inspired and elegant, the decor is designed by internationally
renowned Swedish interior designer, Martin Brudnizki, with his
London-based Design Studio. The Grand Mazarin revisits French
classicism with a breath of refined modernity, the decor plays with
discrepancies in a virtuoso way to create a grandiose universe,
both whimsical and warm.

A design by Martin Brudnizki 

Maisons Pariente is a contemporary family-run collection of five-star hotels, founded by Patrick Pariente and his two
daughters, Leslie Kouhana and Kimberley Cohen. Situated in extraordinary locations, each hotel is designed as an

elegant private home and reveals a singular and artsy personality.
 The collection includes four hotels, Crillon le Brave in Provence, Lou Pinet in Saint-Tropez, Le Coucou in Méribel and Le

Grand Mazarin in Paris, opening in 2023.

About Maisons Pariente

Monuments
Notre-Dame, Place des Vosges, Bastille, Tour Saint-
Jacques, Quais de Seine

Shopping
BHV, Fleux, Eataly, La Samaritaine

Museums
Louvre, Pompidou, Carnavalet, Picasso-Paris, Cognacq-Jay

Access
Gare de Lyon train station (8 min by metro),
Montparnasse (15 min by metro), Orly (35 min), CDG (45
min)

Steps away from Le Grand Mazarin...

The services

Butler Service
24-hour room service 
Valet service
Clefs d'Or Concierge Service

Parking 
Small pets allowed (extra charge)
Connecting rooms available

https://www.instagram.com/legrandmazarin/?hl=fr

